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Coaches stored outside the Sài Gòn carriage sheds probably sometime in
the 1 960's. Not a lot has changed apart from the carriages themselves.

A passenger train arrives at the second Sài Gòn Station. Note what looks
like one of the 0-6-0 C301 Y diesel mechanicals in the distance.
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From the old days

Editorial

Welcome

Here we are half way through the year and up to issue 4
of the e-mag.
Please note that due to illness early in the year I have
decided to call issue 4 "June" rather than April, but the
issue numbers are still in order.
I am so far behind that it seems pointless to issue a
magazine dated April in June!
Anyway on to more interesting activities.
I've recently returned from my 6th visit to Việt Nam. Boy
was it hot! And I mean temperature wise. 40 degrees
celcius is hot even for an Australian like me. Apparently
Việt Nam is experiencing it's hottest whether since
1 983!
Trust me to choose such a time to visit!
We travelled on several trains, from Sài Gòn to Tháp
Chăm of course and from Tháp Chăm to Đà Nẵng and
back, including sampling the sleeping berths on the way
back. My son in law had booked the 'hard' sleepers for
us (6 people per compartment) by mistake (I had
wanted the 'soft') but we were pleasantly surprised. We
had a very good night's sleep and met some very nice
people.
I noticed a lot of work going on, particularly the
replacement of old bridges, you know the ones where
you crawl at about 2 km/h and when you look out of the
window there doesn't seem to be anything holding up
the train.
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Cover: D9E248 and 251 pottering around Sài Gòn yard
waiting to bring coaches to Sài Gòn Station.May 2015
Photo: David Gurnett

.

We got to visit the entrance to Sài Gòn engine and
carriage sheds, but couldn't get inside, but that was OK.
I still got some nice photos including this issue's cover
photo. And we visited Đà Nẵng station as well.
All good. Until next time.
David Gurnett
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We're Looking For Contributions To This
Publication!!

In order to continue this publication any further than a hand full of issues,
we're looking for contributions from anyone who has an interest in the
railways of Vietnam, whether it be technical, model, historic, photographic
or travel related.
If you have experienced railways in Vietnam, or are interested in making
models, or just have a fascination for locomotives and rolling stock, we'd
love to hear from you.
You can write in English or Vietnamese. Vietnamese will be translated if
necessary.
Please send any contributions to :
reunificationexpress@gmail.com

RELICS OF THE PAST
SONG PHA
The Thap Cham - Dalat Railway.

On my recent trip my wife's family put on a surprise for me..
We went on a trip to visit some relatives and on the way we
veered off the main road and arrived at this bridge, originally
part of the Tháp ChămĐà Lạt cog railway. This was then
followed by a visit to the old and now very much abandoned

coastal heat.

Sông Pha Station.

kilometre section out of Đà Lạt .

If you don't know, the Tháp ChămĐà Lạt railway was a
branchline which started on the coast at Thap Cham and
wound it's way up into the mountains to reach the town of Đà
Lạt which had been built by the French to get away from the

Sông Pha was the last station before the climb to Đà Lạt and
so appears to have had locomotive servicing facilities as well
as the station building itself.

Because of the steep climb, some parts of the line had a cog
system installed and used cog locomotives. Dismantled
after the war, the only part left operating is a short seven
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Sông Pha Station (cont'd)

My visit to Sông Pha found two fairly derelict buildings
standing in the middle of local farmers land. One of the
buildings was being used by locals to dry washing and store
farm produce.
The buildings have some evidence of engine pits as well as a
ticket office (or so my brotherinlaw tells me). My brotherin
law was studying at the seminary at Đà Lạt in 1975, so it's
possible he actually travelled on the cog railway, but
unfortunately I forgot to ask him.
So one building seems to have been the station building and
the other a locomotive servicing depot.
Despite looking around, I could find no evidence of the track
which would have entered and left the station.
The nearby bridge which crosses a fast flowing river, is now
being used as a roadway (or at least a motorbike way).
Further back towards Tháp Chăm is another quite long bridge
(below) which also looks a bit worse for wear, I imagine it
can only be crossed on foot, because of its poor condition.
Sorry about the quality of the photo but I grabbed a shot out of
the window of a taxi.

Travels in Việt Nam IV Part 1

After the excitement of our wedding trip (see last issue) we
waited two years until we travelled to Việ t Nam again.
It wasn't because we didn't want to go but we were setting up
a new household in Australia and I had returned to work as
well so time just seemed to fly.
So when we did return a couple of things had changed.
First, Ho Chi Minh City had grown again, new buildings
having sprouted since we were there before and it was even
busier (if that's possible)..
Second when we went to book seats on a bus we discovered
that the only coaches now running to Phan Rang were
'sleeping' coaches, i.e. coaches with a number of coocoon like
compartments where you were expected to sort of half lie
down.
If you want to find out what I think of these coaches read my

Every now and again someone announces that the line is
going to be rebuilt, but unfortunately I think the cost would be
prohibitive, so I think there is little likelihood that it will
happen. DG.

'Opinion' column in the last issue.
Suffice to say that that was the last time we travelled in one
of those coaches.
Despite the sleeping coach we did arrive in Phan Rang in one
piece and after visiting all the relatives we slipped away to
spend a couple of hours at Tháp Chăm Station.
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It was a very satisfying visit bcause just after we got there a
bright red D13E714 wandered into the station with a short
container train, put in the back road to allow a north bound
passenger to pass.

the north this time hauled by a D19E original style. It was
like all my Christmases had come at once.
Apart from the D13Es and a few D9E's, the D19Es now seem
to dominate the southern part of the system, with most other
classes, such as the D20E's and D18E's confined to the north.
The next couple of days we spent exploring the local area and
then we headed north to the holiday city of Nha Trang. I had
promised myself no more buses but my wife talked me into
another one, smaller this time and at least it had seats.
It's only an hour or so from Phan Rang to Nha Trang so I
almost enjoyed the trip!

The D13Es have become my favourite locomotives, probably
because of their similarity to an Australian diesel (NSW 48
class). It's the ALCO origin I imagine. Even though built in
India they are a classic ALCO design.
Not long after the D13E had left heading towards Sai Gon,
another freight was guided into the back road in the opposite
direction and another D13E (712). Wow! Someone up there
likes me! The train included a very strange tank car right
behind the locomotive (see photo gallery).
Nha Trang is a very pleasant beachside city with it's main
business looking after Russian tourists who fly directly from
Moscow, some of whodon't seem to be enjoying themselves
very much.
Of course we had to head down to the station where not a lot
was happening, but the station building was very attractive
and there were a couple of double deck coaches.

The D13E then proceeded to shunt (switch) the yard and I got
some great video.
And then if that was not enough, a third freight came in from

Nha Trang Station is a terminating station with a balloon
loop, so trains pull into the station and then run around the
loop and pass the station again before heading north or south.
There were also several locomotives there but I couldn't quite
see them because they were hidden behind a fence.

Continued Next Issue
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Accessing the VNR

including some standard gauge track. The main line is
supposed to be 1760 km long and a train trip from one city to
the other takes about two and a half days give or take a few
hours.
There are four 'permanent' trains each way plus additional
trains when passenger numbers increase (for example at New
Year (Tet) when a lot of people travel home. These trains are
numbered with a prefix of SE and consist of SE 1, 3, 5, and 7
going south and SE 2, 4, 6 and 8 travelling north.

So you want to travel to Việ t Nam and experience the VNR?
You should.
Việ t Nam is a great place to visit, hotels are still relatively
cheap, the scenery is fantastic, food is great and cheap, the
people are friendly, the history is fascinating and the trains are
worth the visit as well.
But how does the Duong Sat Việ t Nam (Vietnam Railways)
work, and where can you go?
For detailed information about timetables etc you should
consult "The Man in Seat 61" (see next page).
This article is aimed at giving prospective visitors a general
overview of what you can expect.
First, there are currently no 'metro' style trains in Việ t Nam.
Travel within the major cities is by bus, or taxis. Taxis are
cheap and readily available, so for tourists this is a good way
to travel, while the buses are a bit confusing, though much
cheaper of course.
Within the next few years metro systems will come online in
both Hà Nội and Saigon (Hồ Chí Minh City) but until then
passenger trains are medium to long distance in nature, with
the most famous the trains running between Hanoi and
Saigon, sometimes called the 'Reunification Express' even
though this name is not used officially.

,

For those who came in late, the Việ t Nam Railways is
basically a long metre gauge single line between Hà Nội and
Sài Gòn, with branches radiating from Hà Nội in the north,

There are four 'classes' on Vietnam trains, 'Soft seat
airconditioned, Soft bed air conditioned, hard seat not
airconditioned and hard sleeping airconditioned. These seem
to be similar to Chinese classes.
The quality of trains is very variable, from the recently
upgraded SE 3/4 (see last issue) to local trains with no
window glass (they have bars or grilles on the windows) and
hard wooden seats. Trains are moderately clean but toilets
can be dirty with water sloshing around on the floor,
particularly the asian 'squat toilets' though these are being
replaced.
Windows are sometimes a bit dirty so photography becomes
a bit problematic, and you occasionally hit the jackpot with a
seat that refuses to return to the upright position (It's
happened to me twice).
Travelling by train in Việ t Nam is surprisingly cheap. A
recent 11 hour trip I made cost me about A$30, which is
pretty good in anyone's language.
Tickets are purchased usually at the station, but there are a
few 'off station' sellers in Ho Chi Minh City and Hà Nội,
though some advertise being able to book your tickets and
when you ask them, tell you to go to the station (our
experience).
While the ticketing system is computerised, all tickets are
'point to point' so you can't buy a ticket and then get on and
get off along the way. All seats and beds are prebooked

.

Most of the coaches have some form of TV showing
Vietnamese programs and I understand Wi Fi is being
inroduced on the trains as well.
Boarding trains can be confusing. At large stations the access
doors onto the platforms tend to be kept closed until just
before a train arrives, so passengers jostle to get through the
doors first. Hà Nội and Sài Gòn now have high level
platforms making it easier to get on board but other stations
are still low level, making it difficult to get up into the
narrow doorway, especially if you are old like me and have
to lift heavy suitcases. Sometimes people will help you but
train crew very rarely do.
Station staff and train crew are Ok but like most Vietnamese
government employees, such as customs and the police it
sometimes takes hard work to get a smile out of them
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(Continued on Page 28)

.

www.seat61 .com
Welcome to the official website of...

The Man in Seat Sixty-One . . ..
The man in Seat 61 is a website run by English railway man
Mark Smith which aims to present as much information
about train travelling around the world as you are ever likely
to need.
It's a travel website so the idea is to help you get from A to B
to C, rather than an historical or technical website.
Mark has retired from his railway career and runs the site
fulltime (half your luck)

Above: How to read a Vietnamese train ticket (ve). Essential
information for train travellers in Viet Nam.

The site includes Việ t Nam and Cambodia in it's vast lineup
of countries.

run inViệ t Nam.

The Việ t Nam page features up to date timetables for major
trains. Some of the local services are not listed but it's a
useful starting point for your travels.

You could go to the VNR website and get similar information
but it can be a bit confusing.

There's also detailed information about the types of coaches,
seats and beds that are available and how to book tickets in
Hà Nội and Hồ Chí Minh.
Also useful are the tables of ticket prices. They may not be
the very latest prices, but the charts will give you a good idea
of just how cheap train travel is in Việ t Nam.
Mr Smith relies on correspondents to update some of the
information, so some areas may not be complete.
There is also informaton about some of the 'private' trains that

I can't vouch for the information about other railways as I have
never had to use it.
This is a very useful and professionally presented website and
can be used as the starting point for any train journey in Việ t
Nam. If you've never been to Việ t Nam have a look at the
videos as well. They give you a really good idea of what it's
like to travel and what you will see.
Mark's description of why it's Sài Gòn and not Ga Ho Chi
Minh is worth the entry fee alone (don't worry there's no entry
fee. It's all completely free.)
Below: Example timetable as displayed on the Man
in Seat 61 website.
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OPINION

Short and long term planning

This also applies to any other new infrastructure which
relates to the current single track main line, such as
level crossings and rebuilt stations.

Refurbishing of passenger and freight vehicles and
renewal of infrastructure being just two areas.

Many Vietnamese stations have more than one
platform, but because of the single track main line,
platform 2 is really just the other side of platform 1 . You
can't have a train on platform 1 and another on platform
2 at the same time. It's the same track.

As noted in the editorial there seems to be a lot of work
going on around the DSVN these days.

I particularly like the new station building at Binh Thuan.
Very stylish.
And high level platforms at Sài Gòn and Hà Nội. These
were a pleasant surprise. It certainly made getting on
and off trains at Sài Gòn a lot easier inspite of the
increased safety concerns (people falling off platforms
etc).
I was pleased to see all the new bridges being built to

So any station reconstruction probably should allow for
a future double tracked main line as well.
The current management of Việt Nam Railways has
promised a major upgrade to the entire system and has
certainly started off on the right foot, and hopefully will
continue in the same vein.
A few years ago a number of new lines were
announced, such as a line to Vung Tau and another to
Can Tho. Work doesn't appear to have started on these
lines, but one would hope that as part of the planning
the lines are built to double track standards, even if the
second track is not initially laid.

replace old ones long passed their use by date.
There's also plenty of activity in relation to replacing old
sleepers with concrete ones.

One of the main impediments to faster trains are the
short passing loops currently in place. These loops are
needed so that trains can pass each other. They seem
to be only at stations. Additional loops, not necessarily
at stations. and longer loops would be a first step to

This updated infrastructure will make travelling safer,
and may significantly speed up train journey times.
But one thing did strike me as I travelled. All of the new
bridges appear to be single track. From what I could
see, no allowance appears to have been made for a
time in the future when the main line may be double
tracked.
eventual double track.
So presumably if the main North-South line is double
tracked then all of these bridges will have to either be
It's obvious that planning ahead saves a considerable
replaced, a second bridge built beside the current one,
amount of time and money and this has got to be a
or major (and expensive) reconstruction will need to take good thing.
place.
David Gurnett.
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STATIONS

Welcome to the third and current Sai Gon station.
This station is located several kilometres west of the Hồ Chí Minh
City CBD (District 1) and is currently the furthest south you can
go on a train in Việ t Nam. The proposed branch to Can Tho would
change that of course if it's ever built.

Above: Recently erected entrance sign. The main station
building is another couple of hundred metres inside the
station area.
The station building (left), while hardly an example of the
most stylish of designs, is functional, and certainly much
bigger than the old ones that existed opposite the Ben Thanh
roundabout.
It's interesting that the station is called 'Saigon', not 'Hồ Chí
Minh' so "Ga Sài Gòn".
The station building itself is modern and clean inside, with
two levels. Most of the business is carried out at the lower
level.
There are a number of ticket windows where you can book
your trip and purchase your ticket. DSVN has a
computerised ticketing system so tickets are generated
quickly.
Ticket windows don't appear to take any sort of card, cash
only, but there are a couple of ATM's at the station.

The main station building as you enter the station site. You can
enter the building from this end or from the right hand side.

Once you've got your ticket there are plenty of places to sit,
though the station can be quite crowded when trains are due
to arrive or depart.

The station was moved to this location in the early 80's because
of the major interruptions to traffic that the second station (near
Ben Thanh Market) caused.

There are various refreshment options including a Lotteria
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Sai Gon (Cont'd)
Burger joint (Korea's answer to McDonalds) and a Trung
Nguyen Coffee shop (a sort of Starbucks equivalent) and
several shops where you can buy newspapers, magazines,
personal items (e.g. toothpaste, shaving cream) and
refreshments.
Like most Vietnamese stations there are also various
refreshment establishments along Platform 1 as well.
At the entrance to the station is steam locomotive 141158
on a plinth (see cover of Issue 2).
There are several other buildings on the site, including the
southern operations/communications centre which is the

Above: Operations/communications building next to the
Saigon terminal building. I believe this building controls
communication through a microwave system on the southern
part of the network, as well as controlling the semautomatic
colour light signalling system. The signalling system was
installed with Japanese assistance in the early 2000's. I
have seen remnants of what look like automatic staff
machines on some stations so it would appear that some
form of 'staff and ticket' system with manually operated
semaphore signals was in use before then.

Above: Entrance onto platform 1. Vietnamese people seem to
have a 'thing' about potplants and bonzai.
green building next to the terminal building and several
freight buildings, which may have been there when the site
was a freight yard.
There is often a green covered van attached to Vietnamese
passenger trains and they are loaded here as well.
Above: The mainline, eventually reaching Hanoi. The line
travels a short distance west and then swings around to the
north. Locomotive and carriage depot is 'just around the
corner'.
terminal building and the usual 'organised chaos' ensues.
Between trains taxis come and go fairly randomly. As with
most cities in Việ t Nam it's better to stick to the two main

Above: Building next to main station building used for
loading of baggage and freight.
Opposite the terminal building there is a large waiting area
for taxis and another area for motorbikes.
When trains arrive the taxis swing around to in front of the
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Sai Gon (Cont'd)
taxi companies Mai Linh and Vinasun if you don't feel
confident.
The western end of the station leads to the main line and the
locomotive/carriage sheds about 1 km away.
The eastern end is the end of the line. As we know it used to
go further but now stops at a wall. If you want to trace the
line back into the city, get hold of a copy of Tim Doling's
book (see reviews) and follow his directions.

Above: View of main building with comms building to the
right. Taxis rank is in front of building bewteen the palm
trees.
and they may let you on. As usual in Việ t Nam things go
much smoother if you have someone who speaks Vietnamese
with you (Cam on em !).

Above: The end of the line. The track on the right would have
continued on to Saigon.
An interesting development is the raising of platform 1
(where most of the SE trains arrive and depart) to make it
into a high level platform. This certainly makes it easier for
passengers to board and exit trains especially if they have
luggage, though they do have to go right to the end of the
Above: Main booking Hall.

I f you do get on the platforms be careful, particularly on the
low level platforms or when crossing from one platform to
another. We don't want any accidents.

There has been some talk about moving the station again,
even further from District 1. Personally I think that unless a
metro line is provided the station should stay where it is.
Three times is quite enough. DG

Above: Train waiting for it's locomotive on platform 2. The
locomotive will be on this end, and the train will depart to the
right. Most SE trains seem to be about 12 cars long including
the 'non revenue' cars.
platform to exit the station. See photo on page 10.
At Saigon the doors to the platforms are usually kept closed
until before a train is due to arrive or depart. The doors are
supervised by young ladies wearing the DSVN blue 'ao dai'
uniform. If you want to go onto the platforms at other times
to take photos you need to talk to the security/police officers
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June GALLERY

Coaches waiting at the entrance to Sài Gòn sheds for their next
turn. duty.

The DSVN seems to have a number of 'one off' vehicles used for a variety of
purposes (coded CV). CV5254 is 'parked' at Tháp Chăm in February 201 4.
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June GALLERY

This tank wagon appears to be a 'one off'. According to the lettering it carries
fish sauce (Nước mẳm) Only in Việt Nam! Tháp Chăm 201 4.

1 41 -206 on the plinth outside Đà Nẵng Station, May 201 5
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Sài Gòn STATION by GOOGLE
End of the Line

Former Line to
District 1

Main Entrance

Steam Locomotive
1 41 -1 58

Taxi Rank
Baggage
Main Station Building

Communications
Operations
Anyone for Tennis?
Platform 1

Station Yard Entrance

Hanoi
1 760 km
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LOCOMOTIVES
The First D1 0H Class
Apparently only some of the locomotives were so numbered
which means that some had already been withdrawn.
They were powered by two General Motors Detroit 12
cylinder type 12V7 , 2 stroke diesel engines each rated at a
maximum of 475 hp at 2,100 rpm so a total of 950hp.

Despite having a relatively short life, these diesel hydraulic
locomotives played an important role in the last years of the
American war in the South.

They seem to have at least three different paint schemes, first
an overall colour of some kind, no stripe (possibly black as
used by US Army) with white numbers, then black with a
yellow stripe along the chassis and white lettering, and third
probably the same green as the BB907s, with a similar
yellow stripe along the side and yellow numbering. As I am
yet to find any photos of the machines that were reclassified

Built by Plymouth Locomotive Works, in Plymouth Ohio in
the US in 1963 as it's model CR8b, these 10 locomotives
were supplied to the Royal Thai Railways in 1964, but
apparently weren't the greatest of sucesses.
It has been suggested that the unusual two motor arrangement
may have had something to do with it, but whatever the

Above: You can just identify BB1005 in this still from the
recent TV series. The locomotive appears to be in the Di
An works north of Sai Gon, around late 197576.
Above: Locomotives being readied for transport to Việ t
Nam from Thailand still with their Thai road numbers.
problems, the Thai's weren't happy with them and in 1968
they were moved under the control of the US army to South
Vietnam where they were renumbered from the Thai road
numbers and marked 'United States Army'.

as D10H I don't know what the colour scheme was after this
occurred. If they were repainted possibly, like the D9Es a
slightly lighter green and the BB lettering changed to D10H 
xx, the stripes remaining the same.

For more information see the first D1 0H
page on the Railways in Vietnam website.

They were used by the US Army to carry military supplies and
in various infrastructure projects.
Sometime in the early 1970's (1972 when the US forces left?)
they became part of the southern system and were renumbered
using the then standard BB system. It would appear that they
were still numbered this way in 1975/76 (see photo above).
Sometime after 1976 they were renumbered as were all
diesels, using the new D10H class identifier , bringing former
northern and southern locomotives under the same
classification system.
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OUR PLAN

This month's plan purports to show several designs for early coaches used on the
'Chemin de fer de l'Indochine' 1 st, 2nd and 3rd classes. The drawings certainly match
coaches that can be seen in images from the early part of the 20th century.
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REVIEWS

Seven Part TV Series Tracks the DSVN
On my recent trip to Viet Nam I caught (quite by accident) an
episode of a Vietnamese TV series tracing the Hà NộiSaigon
line and some of it's history.
There are in fact seven episodes in the series and all are now
available on YouTube.

For someone who has never seen or travelled on the DSVN
the modern sections give you are very good overview of
what it's like.
It's alway interesting to hear both sides of any story, but
unfortunately Việ t Nam still isn't ready for that even
though the war finished 40 years ago and many of the
antagonists have passed on. Someone once said that history
is written by the victors.

l

If you're looking for a complete visua history of
Vietnamese railways this is not it. But putting that aside,
what is depicted is quite fascinating.

Figures for Viet Nam Based Model
Railways
Each episode tells the story of part of the line, as if we are
travelling from Hanoi to Saigon.
The series is in Vietnamese but even if you don't speak or
understand the language, the shots of modern DSVN trains
are very professional, and the historic footage interesting.
There are interviews with various former railway staff (all
northern or post 1975), but no interviews with former
southern rail workers.
There are various bits of slightly fuzzy black and white
historic film and visits to locations associated with the
railway, such as the workshops at Gia Lam and Di An..
Unfortunately the one downside is that the story is told totally
from the view point of the north, so if you want to see any
shots of the southern system before 1975 (Hỏa Xa Việt Nam
(HXVN) then you're out of luck. It's as if the southern
system didn't exist from 1954 to 75. Even the few images of
the French system are shown within the context of the Viet
Minh.
As the episodes were shown just after the 40th anniversary of
the reunification of Việ t Nam I suppose we shouldn't be too
surprised.

When recently looking for figures to represent DSVN staff
on my layout I came across several different sets which
suited my requirements almost perfectly.
The figures I used are in N Scale but for at least one brand
I'm sure are available in HO as well.
The first figures I looked for are ones to represent DSVN
station staff, so I needed dark trousers and light blue shirts.
Eureka! Noch produces a set of 5 German police four of
which are almost perfect. The only work you have to do is
paint the military style caps dark blue (I used Humbrol
Oxford Blue) instead of the white that they are painted when
you get them. They even have a representation of the
shoulders bars.
Being Noch products I'm sure they're available in HO as
well.
The second set of figures that I found were from Preiser
another German manufacturer. They depict Japanese railway
staff and are identical to Vietnamese train staff (my guess is
that Việ t Nam has copied the Japanese/Chinese style of
uniforms.) The figure I used initially was the one in dark
trousers, white shirt, tie and dark cap. Perfect. The tie is a
slightly different colour, but in N scale not a problem.
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Again I'm sure Preiser has an HO scale version as well.
I have lots of other figures to put on the layout but I'm still
experimentng with how to make an N scale Vietnamese hat
(nón lá) Particularly for the farmers in the rice paddies. I'll
tell you next time how I got on.

Walking Around Saigon
By Tim Doling.
Prolific blogger and author Tim Doling has recently
published a facinating guide to Hồ Chí Minh City.
Tim's guide is particularly aimed at those who want to
explore the history of HCMC on foot.
Tim's book starts with a very interesting general history of

Useful Publications

On my recent trip to Việ t Nam I picked up a couple of
publications which may be of interest to readers.
The first was a sheet showing all the traffic signs used in Việ t
Nam.
The sheet is approximately A3 in size and is laminated. It is
printed on both sides and the print quality is excellent. Sign
descriptions are only in Vietnamese but most can be
understood.
This sheet would be useful to anyone who intends to
drive/ride in Việ t Nam (good luck) or wants to create
miniature road signs for their Việ t Nam based layout or
diorama.

the Saigon area and then provides some tips for those who
are interested in following his walking directions.

I got mine from a book shop in suburban Sai Gon, but I'm
sure it's available in most bookshops in Việ t Nam.

His advice about water and appropriate clothing should be
taken seriously.

The second publication is an Atlas of Việ t Nam.

The book then provides a wide range of information and
many black and white photos about many places of interest
in HCMC.

I got my copy in the same bookshop as the traffic signs, but I
noticed later an even better version in the Faharsa Bookshop
in District 1, Hồ Chí Minh City.

Even if you have no plans to follow his walking directions
the information about places is invaluable.
At the end of the book he explores some interesting places
'further out', where you would need to get a bus or maybe a
taxi to reach them.
There are several entries of interest to railway buffs,
including walking the route from the old Ben Thanh located
station to the current location and information about earlier
rail lines and buildings.
Essential reading for anyone interested in Hồ Chí Minh City.
"Exploring Ho Chi Minh City" by Tim Doling, published by
Thé Giới Publishers, ISBN 9786047707836. I got my
copy at the Faharsa Bookshop, 6062 Lê Lợi St, HCMC
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Very useful for planning your trip, but again only in
Vietnamese language.
Apart from travel type maps, these Atlases also provide
information such as populations, climate, and geographical
features. Very interesting.

RECENT NEWS
Vingroup wants to buy three largest
railway stations in Vietnam

VietNamNet Bridge - Vingroup has submitted its
proposal to buy the three largest railways stations in
Vietnam – Hanoi, Saigon and Da Nang – to the Ministry
of Transport'
Vingroup wants to buy three largest railway stations in
Vietnam.
The information was revealed by Minister of Transport
Dinh La Thang at a meeting on Monday. He said that
the ministry was considering Vingroup’s proposal.
"Da Nang has a plan to move the Da Nang Railway
Station out of the center so the transfer of the rights to
use the infrastructure of the old station is reasonable
and harmonious. For the Hanoi and Saigon railway
stations, we need to conduct research to modernize
these stations, not by the State money," Minister Thang
said.
Thang asked the Vietnam Railway Corporation and
related entities to consider the roadmap of selling the
rights of use of railway stations to attract more investors
and perform bids to choose the best ones.
At the meeting on Monday, Sungroup proposed to buy
the operation rights of key train routes. Sungroup
Chairman Tran Thanh Son said they would buy 20 new
carriages to serve tourists.

HCM City’s elevated metro line track ready by 201 8
Employees are at work at the precast viaduct site of
Metro Line No. 1 in HCMC’s District 9. The elevated
track of Metro Line No. 1 is scheduled for completion by
201 8.
The elevated section is part of the second package
consisting of 11 stations, 1 4.5 kilometers of overpass
and a depot covering 27.4 hectares. The metro line is
designed to run from Ben Thanh Market in the
downtown area to Suoi Tien Park in District 9.
The authority said spans will be cast at a designated
area in District 9 before being transported to the
construction site for installation on concrete piers.
Spans will be linked together and the heaviest one
weighs around 42 tons.
The installation of precast viaduct parts will start this
June. The entire process of casting and installing spans
on concrete piers will take two years.
Bui Xuan Cuong, director of the authority, said all
issues concerning site clearance and compensation of
Metro Line No. 1 have been solved.
Regarding the underground track from Ben Thanh
Market to Ba Son Shipyard, work began on the station
at the HCMC Opera House last August and parts of the
station on Nguyen Hue Boulevard have been finished.

Under the current implementation plan, Metro Line No.
"Sungroup is interested in trains running on the routes of
1 will be finished and test run in 201 9 and officially put
Hanoi - Danang, Saigon - Danang, Hanoi - Lao Cai,”
into operation a year later.
said Son.
Dan Tri

HCM City’s elevated metro line track
ready by 201 8
The Management Authority for Urban Ra ilways

The authority is currently gathering comments on the
colors and designs of the metro train model until April
1 5. More than 500 visitors have come to view the
model and the agency has got over 400 reviews so far.
SGT

and contractors on April 6 began making the first precast
viaduct segment for the elevated track of Metro Line No.
1 , and plan to complete the longest section of the line by
201 8.
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Recent Nrews (Cont'd)

Railways to open doors to external
investment
Property developer VinGroup will collaborate with
Vietnam Railways to study a number of projects, which
could be launched with capital contribution from society
and the sale of operational rights, said Chairman of
Vietnam Railways Tran Ngoc Thanh.
Vingroup wants to buy three largest railway stations in
Vietnam
Railways to open doors to external investment,
Vingroup
A train is running from the northern region to the
southern region. The railway sector is expected to lure
capital investment from the society to develop logistics
service. File Photo
He was quoted by VnExpress.net at a meeting held by
the Ministry of Transport in Ha Noi on April 21 .
VinGroup was one of the obvious choices that the
ministry thought of when it tried to implement its pilot
scheme of selling the operational rights for an
infrastructure project. It has proposed to purchase 80
per cent of the State's stake in the Sai Gon and Hai
Phong sea ports—the two largest ports in Viet Nam.

corporation's competence. The corporation would have
to build an overall plan to ask the higher authorities for
approval.
Minister Dinh La Thang said the "socialization" of
investment for the transport infrastructure projects was
essential. The sector, which had been facing many
difficulties, was in need of huge investment capital so
that it should adopt drastic measures.
"The overall plan should be public and explicit in
conditions, mechanism and list of projects so that it
attracts the investors in a better way," said Thang.
He urged the sector to complete the "socialization" of
investment capital for several stations in June, including
Yen Vien, Dong Dang and Song Than, which cater to
logistical needs.
Earlier, the Railway Vietnam had proposed
implementing a pilot scheme to sell the rights of
operating storage at the Yen Vien Station and called for
investment in terminals and storage at stations,
including Bim Son, Giap Bat, Lao Cai and Xuan Giao.
VNS

Strange Days

Besides VinGroup, Thanh said the corporation had
invited a number of businesses to study the sector's
projects, which had been listed for capital contribution
from the society. They included the Bach Dang Hotel
Trading Service Company Ltd., Indo Tran Logistics and
Express Trains Company Ltd.
The Xuan Giao, Yen Vien, Dong Dang and Song Than
railway stations had also garnered interest among many
investors and the two sides were currently studying a
suitable mechanism for co-operation, said Thanh.
Meanwhile, big stations, including Ha Noi, Lao Cai ,
Hue , Da Nang, Nha Trang and Sai Gon had also
elicited investor curiosity, but there were some issues
relevant to the railway planning and urban railway
projects in localities, which were beyond the
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Some days can be quite a pleasant surprise.
I stumbled across the above van displayed in a corner of a
military base/museum in Da Nang. There is also a quite
interesting museum telling the story of Uncle Ho attached to
the site as well.
The van was described as belonging to the 5th Military
District and had been used to transport Viet Minh army units
to fight the French. DG

Older Freight Wagons Part 2

Double door covered van at the second
Sai Gon station in the 1 960's

This covered wagn looks suspiciously simila to
theone on the left and yet some 50 years separates
them.

Pullman (?) US built double door box car at Thap
Cham today still in service after 50 years ..

This style of covered van has been around for a
long time, appears to have been initially delivered
to the north

The same box car type as above but in original
condition. Delivered to South Vietnam 1 963/64

XT brake van . probably delivered during colonial
times, still in service.

These side discharge wagons were
introduced from the US and used to carry
ballast. They no longer exist and are not the
same as the current wagons.

Bogie flat wagons carrying fuel tanks watched
by an ARVN soldier. Late 1 960's.
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Marking and Colour Changes for VNR
are being repainted to brown, but retaining the three yellow
staggered stripes on each side.
Other freight vehicles, which have been painted in various
colours e.g. container flats in pale blue, are now also being
repainted. Judging by what I saw in VN recently, my guess is
that brown vehicles are Hà Nội based (HN marking) and the
dark green have an SG marking denoting Sài Gòn though the

Some changes appear to be occuring to the colours and
markings of the DSVN.
Almost all passenger coaches are now painted in the red white
and blue colour scheme (private coaches excepted) with some
minor changes to the way coaches are marked.
In addition freight vehicles are undergoing some changes to
colours and markings as well.

'

Most interesting is the addition of the letters 'VNR (Vietnam
National Railways) to both passenger and freight stock. VNR
means nothing in Vietnamese. It should be 'DSVN' It would

.

only make sense if Vietnamese rolling stock was going to end
up on another system, such as Cambodia, but that is unlikely
as the systems are not linked.
The letters are painted just above the freight vehicle and
passenger coach number in what appears to be a fairly random
font, sometimes a Times Roman type font and sometimes an
Arial type font. The actual size of the letters changes as well.
As far as freight is concerned some boxcars/covered vans are
being repainted from the standard brown to a dark green (see
above). As well some currently green vans (the'G03' type)
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green isn't always the same shade..
If anyone knows any more or can confirm this please let me
know. DG

Level
Level Crossings
Crossings in
in Viet
Việ t Nam
Nam
One of the major obstacles to fast running in Việ t Nam are the
many level crossings which trains have to negotiate, both
official and unofficial.
'Official' describes crossings with various forms of gates or
lights placed by the DSVN itself, and 'unofficial' describes the
many private crossings placed by individuals who just want a
short cut to their house or their farm or business on the other

In recent years the DSVN has attempted to put in place more
sophisticated crossing equipment such as flashing lights but
there are still many crossings (paricularly rural ones) which
are basically unprotected.
Quite a few crossings are still protected with strange gate like
devices with small wheels on the bottom (see photos at left)
which are dragged accross the roadway to stop the traffic.

side of the tracks.
Because of the fairly primitive nature of these crossings (both
official and unofficial) accidents are common between trains
and a whole variety of road vehicles.

Between trains there is a small 'hut' where the flagman lives,
presumably with some sort of communication device so that
he/she knows when the train is due.
I had never seen gates like this anywhere else but recently I
was reading Continental Modeller Magazine and saw
something suspiciously similar being used on a French metre
gauge layout so presumably they were used on French (and
possibly other European) narrow gauge lines.
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Level Crossings (continued from page 25)

Above: Unprotected crossing in the north with D18E about
to cross.
A Chinese workmate of mine also assured me that he had seen
something similar in China, but I haven't been able to confirm
this. These types of gates do their job, but they seem quite
heavy and take a while to get into position.
The gate/flag people often appear to be women. Why this is I
don't know.
More recently DSVN has been introducing flashing colour
lights, sometimes in association with the 'gates on wheels',
sometimes with manually operated 'boom' gates and
sometimes without gates. I have yet to see any automatic
boom gates.

Because large sections of the line are unfenced it's easy for
residents to make 'private' crossings, simply by piling up a
bit of dirt/gravel on each side of the track.
These unofficial unprotected crossings allow residents to get
to and from their houses or their businesses, but cause a
major headache for rail operators. Many of the worst level
crossing accidents (and there are many) occurr at these
crossings.
The Vietnamese media is full of photos of large trucks stuck
halfway across level crossings after having been hit by a
train.

It's quite fascinating to watch what happens when a train is
due.
First staff emerge from their building with red and yellow
flags. They then slowly drag out the gates on wheels or pull
down the manual boom gates as traffic slowly comes to a halt.
There's always that last motor bike that sneaks accross the
crossing behind the back of the operator.
Sometimes the traffic isn't completely stopped until just
before the train, horn blaring, makes it's entrance.
Almost as soon as the last wagon or coach of the train has
entered the crossing, the operators start to remove the gates
and the first motor bikes start accessing the crossing, often
with the last rail vehicle still on the crossing. Sort of
organised chaos!
In Hà Nội and Sài Gòn an attempt is being made to install
fencing on either side of the rail line, so motorists are forced
to use legal crossings, but in the country anything goes.
Drivers try to warn those crossing by constantly sounding
their horns as they rattle along the mainline (Vietnamese
track can be quite rough).
I'm not suggesting that we shouldn't travel by train because of
this, far from it. Trains in Việ t Nam are so much safer than
travelling on the madhouse of Vietnamese roads. But the
level crossings certainly make for an interesting journey, and
a noisy one! DG
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Hà Nội METRO

The line will operate at a maximum of 80 km/h with each
train caable of carrying 900 passengers with the line carrying
an estimated 200, 000 passengers a day.
The line runs in an eastwest direction following a popular
commuter route.
Initial construction commenced in 2011.
Line 3 is being used as the pilot line so lessons learned from
this construction can be used on the later lines.
It's planned that the system will have five routes. The original

Up until the end of the 20th century, like Sài Gòn, Hà Nội
could claim a tram system (now known as 'light rail').
Unfortunately it was old and run down, so the Government
decided to remove it, rather than replace and renew. At the
time it probably would have been too expensive to do so any
way. So buses took over the job of moving all those people.
Jump forward to around 2005 and it was becoming clear that
buses just couldn't provide the public transport required for a
modern city of 5 million people.
So in consultation with the national government, the Hà Nội
People's Committee decided to plan for a metro system.
Like Saigon, the planning took a long time, with the most
difficult part to identify sources of funding.

plan was that the first route (route 3) would be completed by
the end of 2015/2016 but various delays have meant a more
realistic starting date woud be some time in 2018.
Other lines include Line 1 from Giap Bat to Gia Lam, Line 2
from Nam Thang Long to Tran Hung Dao and Line 2A from
Cat Linh to Ha Dong.
All the initial lines are expected to be in operation by 2020
give or take a couple of years.
Money for the project has been provided by various
international agencies and from various countries including
France, China and Japan.
Unfortunately not all of the money seems to have been spent

The first line planned (Line 3) was from Nhon to Hà Nội
Station, a distance of approximately 12.5 km, including a
single 5.5km viaduct and a 4 km twin tunnel.
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g
Hà Nội METRO (Cont'd from page 27)

Travelling on the VNR (Cont'd from page 8 )

on the metro, with accusations of some of the funds finding
their way into various pockets. At least one senior manager
has resigned over the matter.

The gentleman above was happy enough to let me take his
photo (his mates egged him on).

There have also been questions asked relating to the quality of
some of the construction with several accidents attributed to
unsafe work practices, in particular work being carried out by
subcontractors..
In May this year work was stopped at several sites after a
crane at Hà Nội Station fell onto two buildings injuring a
motor bike rider and a pregnant woman.
In another incident a motor bike rider was killed and three
others injured when a crane dropped a steel rod on the Cat
Linhha Dong project.
These are not the only accidents that have occured so
authorities are keeping a close eye on worksites.
Despite the delays, completion of the metro system will
certainly enhance Hanoi's ability to move people around the
city and mark Hà Nội as a 'modern' capital.
Hà Nội station itself will include pedestrian subways, bus
stops, deicated taxi ranks and park and ride facilities as well
as CCTV surveillance.
If everything goes to plan, by 2030 Hà Nội will have six
metro lines and 3 bus rapid transit lines. DG
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By the way, just a reminder that most DSVN trains do not
have a separate car for passenger luggage, so it can be a pain
if you have several heavy suitcases, because you have to drag
them up from the low level platforms and then lift them onto
luggage racks if you are in a sitting car or find space between
the beds if you are in a sleeping car. You will also have to
compete with other passengers carrying large boxes of
noodles and any other sort of product that you can imagine. It
all adds to the colour of your journey.
There is very rarely a dining car, with food being brought
around on trays. The food is simple but tasty, usually chicken
and rice with vegetables and a vegetable soup. It's not part of
your ticket so you have to pay a very modest charge for the
food and any beverages you consume including beer.
As you stop at various stations you will have ladies getting on
and off the train offering to sell you all manner of fruits,
including in Central Việ t Nam grapes. Very nice!
Those travelling to the north might find it interesting that
there is a train to Ha Long Bay from Hà Nội, a popular tourist
destination, and unlike most of the DSVN it's standard gauge
and usually uses one of the small class of D14E standard
gauge locomotives. As well there is a new station at Ha
Long.
There are also several other branches radiating out from Hà
Nội, so the north is much better served by trains than the
south. DG

SNIPPETS
The new eticket facility for the VNR has been operating for
well over six months.
I had a quick look myself but it's only available in Tieng Việ t
and there seems to be a problem if you try to use Google
Translate.
Also it seems that the system is not really set up to take
'foreign' credit cards either.
What I did discover was that passengers booking for the full
trip from Hà Nội to Sài Gòn or vice versa seem to have
priority over those travelling a shorter distance. In fact some
coaches are restricted to full trip passengers only.
There are diagrams of each car and you click on the bed or
seat you want to book. However unless you are going the
whole way there are many seats that you can't click on.
Now I know why we always seem to get the same car when
we travel to Tháp Chăm or some other intermediate station
(car 7)

.

The cars reserved for the fulltrip always seem to be in better
condition than the shorter distance cars as well. Cleaner,
western style toilets, you get the picture.
Something positive we did find out was that I get a
discount because I'm old!
In Australia we have these kinds of discounts (usually
called 'seniors' discounts) but I wasn't aware that the
VNR also had such a concession system.
So by showing my passport (to prove my date of birth) I
got a 30% discount (I think). Anyway my wife wasn't
very happy as she is yet to celebrate her 60th birthday,
so no discount!
These sorts of discounts don't seem to have been
advertised very widely in the past, but I did notice a new
poster at Da Nang outlining all the different types.

I saw the new seats and decor on SE3/4, but didn't see any
other SE's upgraded. The fact that some trains still have the
asian 'squat' style toilets fitted to 'A' type sitting cars (soft
seat, airconditioned' (including SE7/8) suggests that these
sorts of upgrades are going much more slowly than originally
planned.
Unfortunately this seems to be a common problem in Việ t
Nam. A lot of talk but things can take a long time.
After the initial excitement of the rebuilt 141 class we
haven't heard very much. There don't seem to have
been any more test runs and the planned tourist trips
between Da Nang and Hue don't seem to have
eventuated either.
If anyone knows any more please let me know. There
has been nothing on the Vietnam Railways Forum that I
can see or in the Vietnamese media, so what's
happening?
I'm not the only person concerned about 141190's smoke
deflectors. I note that several Vietnam Railway Forum
members have also asked where they are. No answer at this
stage

.

"WHOOPS!"
There were several errors and ommissions in
the last issue, because of my haste to get it
online before I went to Viet Nam.
They included:
.

Image of completed N Scale 1 31 class
model missing

.

Photos of my Vietnam Railways
layout missing.

.

A couple of images missing from the
review section.

My apologies for these ommissions. I'll try to
do better next time.

The much vaunted upgrade of the SE trains doesn't seem to
have progressed very far. (see last issue)
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On our way to Vi ệt Nam we changed at Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia and got to ride
on this 'Aerotrain' from one terminal to another. All automatic. No driver!
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